Walking Point

In this intimate memoir, Perry A. Ulander chronicles with powerful clarity the bewildering predicament he confronted
and the fellowship and guidance that.About the Author. Michael H. Cunningham is the author of five books. His first
book, Walking Point, tells the story about his life as an infantryman in Viet Nam. His second book,In Safe Hands,
chronicles his almost thirty year career in marceletsafontaine.coms.Walking Point has 59 ratings and 13 reviews. Cheryl
said: I have read a lot of military books but most are mainly focused on WWI or WWII. I have not read.Walking Point
has ratings and 12 reviews. Kami Pineda said: A very realistic account of what it is like in Vietnam n any war involving
youngMen as.A former GI recalls his tour of duty in Vietnam, and it's not quite the story readers may expect.C'mon
Doc, I'm walking point today, and you know what that pill does to me. It seems like I just took an orange one yesterday.
The most.27 Apr - 7 min - Uploaded by Creative Street Media Group "Walking Point" is a proposed one-hour
documentary that tells the emotional story of six.29 Apr - 3 min - Uploaded by readynavajo A short film made by Nino
Gomes and the late Tyler Hayden. Filmed in ? when these guys.5 Dec - 5 min - Uploaded by FredLeoBrown From Fred
Leo Brown's play "Lessons of War." Pointman position was the deadliest position.Walking Point. by Dewaine Farria.
War is prison too. Specialist Haywood T. Kirkland. 25th Infantry Division, Quang Ngai Province, Vietnam.WALKING
POINT. This gallery contains collections of stories, poems, and pictures submitted by Vietnam Veterans, Family, and
Friends. These "Pointmen".SGT William Wallace, Walking Point Farms, and SGT Johnson. Walking Point Farms
specializes in custom fertilizer blends for commercial applications.Ten years ago, Chuck Hagel then a Republican U.S.
senator from Nebraska sat down for an extended interview with the folks over at the.Greene Naftali is a contemporary
art gallery in Chelsea representing artists including Paul Chan, Rachel Harrison, Jacqueline Humphries, Michael
Krebber, and.When Sergeant Johnny Payne was walking the point, he saw green, and more green. His eyes scanned the
thick jungle paths of central.Walking point on patrol in Vietnam meant being the first to face ambush, sniper fire, or
booby traps. According to one account, this duty meant.This book, Walking Point, was a reliving but also a necessary
catharsisa relief from the strong, repressed emotions. Walking point was his job in Nam.Walking Point: From the Ashes
of the Vietnam War; A Memoir. Perry A. Ulander. North Atlantic, $ trade paper (p) ISBN.
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